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’Vets Must Sign
Korean Veterans
t sign
attendance forms for the Month
of May, Nlonday through Wednemlay, according to Leslie W.
Russ, registrar. ( hecks will be
late If seteran does not sign on
these dates.
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Democrats Meet

AR

spartan Democrats still
lard
a reorganiratIon meeting
’was. ovs afternoon at 3 in T8,Ic meeting, open to all
1047.
those nterested, will include a,
disco ion of the local carnal and formulation of plans
tut
nest semester.
I
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Auto Check Opens P Thomsen Knight Charges ’False,
\
G
A7I
t
i
s
.
1
Break
Again Tomorrow
Irrelevant,’ Says Engle

By DAVE ELLIOTT
"One old gentleman was through the check lane this morning
who said he had been driving for over 50 years. He looked old enough
Tor such a claim He passed the safety check, too."
Dr. Ralph C. Bohn, associate professor of industrial arts, said
Friday that the old gentleman referred to above was just one of many
interesting persons who had been through the check lane of the 1958
Courtesy Automobile Safety Check.
During the two-day period. Wed-*--nesday and Friday, over 700 autos
were inspected by the busy industrial arts and Police school students who manned the check lane
equipment. Operations were suspended Thursday because of rain.

Fund-Raising
Will Help All,

In order to make up for the lost
day, Dr. Bohn said the lane will
be reopened tomorrow. It will be
located in the same place it was
Joe Miller, recently appointed
last week and the bows, 9:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., will remain the same. chairman of Spartan Foundation’s
campus fund-raising drive, has asFridiss’s rejection rate, that sured the student body that the
If cars falling the inspection, "goals of the Spartan Foundation
is as higher than Wednesday’s, are not directed solely toward athDr. Rohn reported. Wednesday letics."
% 73-15 per cent of the cheekMiller, a graduate of SJS with a
iii s ehicies fail to receive the B.A. In economics, recently stated
sails sticker. Friday’s rate of that since his appointment he has
rejeitions was 75-80 per cent. "become increasingly familiar with
Dr. Rohn thought this increase the foundation" and feels that the
might base been due to the lane "goals of the foundation encomworkers bee
ing more familiar pass all extracurricular activities."
with the equipment on the secIn addition to his statement that
ond day.
the foundation is interested not
"Three big faults are still turn- only in athletics, Miller said "I
ing up most often." he said. "Head- feel certain that the administration, faculty and students of SJS
lights out of adjustment, wheels
will support this program 100 per
out of line and bad tires are our
cent."
most -used reasons for rejection."
He went on to say that "with
About one-third of the autos inthis support the already tremenspected had poorly adjusted headdous success of the Spartan Founlights. One-fifth had unaligned
dation will be multiplied many
wheels and unsafe tires. Bad
brakes, faulty exhaust systems and times."
- - non-functioning rear lights were
defects shared by approximately
one -tenth of the cars that didn’t
pass.

Says Miller

Industrial Arts Club
o ivteer i omorrow

Many interesting pieces of
Dr. Alvin R. Lappin, associate
equipment are employed in the
check lane. One of these is the professor of industrial arts, will
"scuff gauge," the machine that be featured at tomorrow’s meeting
checks wheel alignment as the of the Industrial Arts Club. Dr.
cars pass stouts’ over it.
Lappin will present a summary of
his doctoral study.
Also on the program will be two
SJS students, reading portions of
their maters degree studies. Ronaid E. Smith will present excerpts
from "Why Fiber Glass?" and
Gordon McCarty will give a res"Juvenile Problems in the Com- ume of "Follow -Up of the Bustmunity" was title of a talk given ness and Industrial Graduate."
Thursday by Mrs. Stella Sullivan
The meeting will be at 6:30 toin T13153 at 12:30 p.m. Mrs. Sulli- morrow night in S142. At 7:30 the
van is a member of the juvenile di- group will visit San Jose’s Intersision of the San Jose Police De- national Business Machines plant,
partment.

Child Expert
Gives Talk

The 35 pre -teacher students
were told "Many of the’youth problems develop because of a lack
Of
parental support and understanding."

By CONRAD MUELLER
It was Feb. 24 that San Jose
State’s Paul Thomsen received his
first big break and appeared on
the nationally televised Lawrence
Welk program. "Top Tunes and
New Talent." This evening at 9:30.
on Channels 7 and 11, Thomsen
again will receive a big break.
Fully sponsored on his trip to
Los Angeles, Thomsen left yesterday afternoon, via air, for the Los
Angeles International Airport and
then to a Santa Monica motel.
’The last time he made the trip,
his schedule went like this: Picked
up in morning at motel and taken
to the studio in Hollywood. Watched rehearsals all morning and

Instructional TV
Grows Next Fall
tographs, slides, transparencies
motion pictures, graphic material
reproductions and mounted materials to meet specific classroom requirements.
"This is a unique college service
found nowhere in the country,"
Dr. Kemp said.

PAUL THOMSEN
... on Welk’s show tonight
lunched in studio Consulted Welk
as to which tunes would be used
for numbers. Rehearsed songs once.
Sang on show. Came home.
A Welk talent scout called
Thomsen from Los Angeles May
16 and told him that he had been
chosen to appear again on the program. This is a rarity for the Lawrence Welk Show, as most invitations are extended only once. As
to what songs Thomsen will sing
tonight, he said that even he didn’t
know, and probably wouldn’t know
until he arrived in Los Angeles.
Thomsen. a member of Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity, plans to accept
a commission in the Army next
September, and as a result, can
not look upon his present windfall
as too big a break.
Tonight at 9:30, the Lawrence
Welk Show, on Channels 7 and 11.
Seven -come -eleven, a lucky numher for sure.

SITTING PRETTY

Tragic Death
Unveils True
Love Story

Leadership Camp
Applications Open

The talk was another in a series
of home, school and community relationships.

’Y’ Presents Final
Lecture of Series

These are II Of the 12 girls selected hi Alpha
Delta Sigma to decorate the "Coed of the Month"
calendar scheduled to go on sale nest semester.
r: Reiks Fudge, Chi ()mega :
Standing. 1
Nelson. Kappa %Mhos; Barbara Gates, Tranquil Manor: Helen Harker. Alpha tiamma; Jean
flattcrshs, ..11)1111.1 Phi Beta; and Mars Llisko-

Schmidt
Flies East

lege, and university public relations representative for Johnny
Mathis, popular young singing

"aiCSchmidt will accompany Itel
Costello, Columbia Records West
Coast manager, to New York
By HUGH McGRAW
where a meeting of publicity and
()Dimes reality takes a twist public
held. relations persons active in
REQUEST DEMONSTRATIONS
which transcends human imaginapromoting Johnny Mathis will be
In order to become acquainted tion.
with the new service, which is
William K. Warrington, a San
Purpose of the meeting will be
available now, on a limited heals, Jose State sophomore, died in San
faculty may request demonstra- Jose Hospital early Thursday to evaluate the success of recent
morning. Ile was but 22 years old. nationwide public appearances Mations at the Audio -Visual Center.
Outside the stark tragedy of a this has made. Discussion of the
"We are helping to improve man so young dying of a dread dis- forthcoming movie entitled. ’The
campus instruction by providing ease like lung cancer, the death of Johnny Mathis Stoty," also will
instructors with
audio-visual William K. Warrington may have take place at the meeting. The
material designed with them to caused no more attention than a film, to Ix produced by United Armeet t heir individual needs," stereotyped newspaper obituary.
tists, will be shot in San FrancisDr. Keene stifled.
co in August.
A LIFE IN MAY
Financed entirely out of the AuDiuing his East Coast tour, MaBut the circumstances surrounddio-Visual Center budget, the ser- ing the youth’s death are anything this has filled a number of night
vice will augment rather than sup- but stereotyped.
Club engagements and has appearplant commercial audio-visual deHe Dyed a lifetime in the ed as guest on leading television
vices, the former Indiana Univer- month of May alone. Ile knew he and radio network shows.
sity professor said.
was .idek ... hut he ma er learnSchmidt will face a whirlwind
ed he had cancer.
schedule from the time he leaves
MAJOR PROJECTS OK’d
His home was at 1250 Windsor San Francisco International AirUnder Audio-Visual Center polport at 9 Friday night to the time
icy, requested material must be for Way, Redwood City.
So, in the month of May he mar- he returns Sunday night.
instruction use. All major projects
Following the Saturday morning
must be okayed by department ried a young girl named Carol.
Just three weeks ago he took hi evaluation session, Schmidt will
heads.
bride at a formal church wedding. travel to Philadelphia where he
Materials prepared bee() ni
will help set up a press conference
part of the requesting depart- HE NEVER KNEW
He never knew he was to die for East Coast newsmen and pubment’s Instructional resources or
are filed for circulation in the but everyone else did, including licists.
Later that evening Schmidt will
Audlo-Visual Center or the Cot- Carol Massoni, his bride. The day
before his death was his bride’s see Johnny Mathis’ final show at.
leg e Library.
the "Latin Quarter" in Philadel.
twenty-second birthday.
Carrent campus audio-visual ser"It still seems like I’m dream- phia. Sunday morning Mathis, Del
vices originating from the Center
Costello and Schmidt will enplane
ing." his wife said.
Include film booking, film projecCarol Warrington met her hus- for the West Coast. After a fivehon. tape recording service. in day rest in the Bay Area. Mathis
struction television sers ice and band last spring semester while will return to the entertainment
audio-visual equipment operation she was working in the Industrial
Art major’s boarding house kitchand maintenance.
cirZhitMidt will be hack at school
en.
"He fell sick last fall," Mrs. ready for classes Monday morning
Warrington said, "and his parents following his cross continental
and I learned what it WAS lie ne- venture.
ver found nut."
Funeral services were held yesterday at Emmanuel 1.1ii he, ,
Church in San Jose. interMer t
Was at Alta Mesa Cemetery in
Palo Alto

’rhe juvenile worker also pointed
out that -Many of the youths that
come to my attention are from
’broken homes’." She said that
early signs of delinquency are evidenced through truancy and petty
theft. Mrs. Sullivan stated that
50’S of auto thefts in California
are committed by youths.

Thire of the major streams
within the Christian tradition will
tve discussed in the Student Y’s
final "Religions of the World" lecture series Monday evening at 7:30
in Ells.
"Christianity from Three Prospectives," will present the Rev. A.
Brommer. pastor of the, First
Immanuel Lutheran Church, who
fundamentalist
will discuss the
Protestant view; the Rev. Theodore Mackin, instructor in theology at the University of Santa
Clara, who will explain Roman Catholicism; and the Rev. William B.
Murdock, rector of Trinity Episcopal Chirreh. who will talk about
mainstream Protestantism .

By JIM ADAMS
"I understand when Mayor George Christopher was here last
week, he damned Governor Knight. Then Knight came in and damned
me. I claim that neither of them knows anything about damming
water."
So began Congressman Clair Engle Friday morning in a point
by point rebuttal of Knight’s charges made week before last.
The representativemajor candidate for the Democratic nomi*nation to the U.S. Senate -addressed approximately 300 stuPlans for expanding campus audio-visual services were outlined
dents and faculty members in the
at’ a recent Faculty Council meeting by Dr. Richard B. Lewis, head
of the Division of Audio -Visual Services.
The service innovation, designed to assist faculty members prepare teaching materials for specific instructional needs, is headed by
Dr. Jerrold E. Kemp.
By ANTHONY TARAVELLA
Slated to move into full-swing operation in the fall, the instrucRon Schmidt, SOMUF public retion materials’ preparation set’, ices
lations major. will fly to the East
will enable faculty to request phoCoast next weekend to act as col-

D r. Bentel
Wins Praise

head of the’
Dr. Dwight
Department of Journalism and AdirtIsing, has been honored by two
Four SJS student. ill la, gicn , publications just off the press.
scholarships to attend Camp Mini -1 Dr. Hentel is the only Western
wanca, leadership training camp college representative whose works
held each summer in Michigan, are listed in "Liberal Education
A Bi
ficording to Chuck Miller, chair- 1 and American Journalism.bs
man of the Camp Miniwanca corn- , lography," report And published
by the Institute of Higher Educa
mittee.
The four students, tu-n men and , lion. Columbia University Teach two women. must he either sopho- era College. He also is quoted in a
mores or Juniors by next semester new hook by Dr. Wilbur Schramm.
They will he chosen on the basis !Stanford Untversity Department
of leadership ability and potential ’ of Communication and Journalism
Camp Miniwanca is a Christian professor.
The bibliography, screened from
Leadership Training Camp ’mein’fired by the American Youth , 450 articles, books and other pubFoundation. Dick Robinson, ASI3 lications. includes reference to six
Bentel for
president who attended the camp articles written by
last year. states its object as "bet- "Editor and Publisher." magazine
ferment of the Individual through for journalists In the hook, Dr.
a four poini program enirhasittng Bentel is described as "an Artie,
the social. physical, mental and Wan, spokesman" for his viewpoint
favoring integration of liberal and
religious aspectt, of leadership"
.
Applications for the scholarships vocational programs in journalism
r. flf
.
are Available from Mrs Darlene education.
wh, sigma kappa. seated, I
r: herie CunIn Dr. Schramm’s hook. entitled
Harris, ASH secretary, in the Stuningham. Di Bert House :
%prom*. Delta
dent Union. Scholarships will pay ’Responsibility in Maas Common Gamma: ’tinkle Jackson, Alpha chi omega;
Barbara l’anra, Risk Manor: and Donna Dead for registration and tuition at the ’cation." he quotes Dr. Benters
rick. Delta Leta. Not pleror.ol is Loopse shim.
camp. held at Lake Michigan, hut reaction to it recommendetion that
Catholic Women’s Center.Spartafiito
Minot
be given the
they do not include funds for the readings ssublic
_
Catholic Women’s Center.
1fypc of press that it should hase.
--spart-ilotu by Bill Crawford. I transportation.

CLAIR ENGLE
... "should retract charges"
Inner Quad. The speech was received with cheers and spontaneous applause.
Engle claimed t he t ;us ernor
"knows nothing about the water
problem" and "wouldn’t know an
Irrigation ditch if he fell in one."
lie said Knight attacking him
on wafer was "like latin.iiing an
attack on us 1/1111e f
the rear
where his greafest retaliatory
pincer is lodged." Ile 441(11 he had
been arils 1. in water legislation
for 15 years.
The Governor’s charges stemmed
from a House hill providing for
the Upper Colorado project which
he said would distribute Colorado
River water to tour western states
and rob Southern California of its
share Knight said F:ngle’s was the
vote that passed this bill (13-121
in the Interior Affairs Committee.
Engle replied Friday that the
project would not "take one hocketful of water" from the South.
To Knight’s charge that he had
aligned himself with Arizona on
the interstate water Issue, F.ngle
Answered that he had figured prominantly in defeating the Central
Arizona project "which very definitely would have cut into California’s water rights."
He said Knight’s "irrelevant and
false accusations should he retrarfrit "
Turning to other matters Fn
gle .tf.% rirel et-Melted the na
Donal adminktration eh* rging
h.- recession
It hi,.., brought
and ’11:11 manners’ to make nor
alliances abroad 1411,11. apart at
the seams and has lost our sci,ottlfii and military leadership in
the world."
tie said he was against the
treatment Vice President Richard
Nixon received in South America,
but mused:
"Nixon is the first American
who ever had to he reseiled from
a good Will mission."
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Feeling feverish
about Spring?
Cool off
in a pair of
Roos Bermuda
Shorts, The
longest selection
of short pants
in town. From a
brief 4.05 to
the veddy
smart flannels
at 11.95.
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.
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Daily Comment
Editorial

Liberty, Justice For All?
The Lady of Bedloe’s Island in garbage clut
tered New York Harbor offers this emotional invitation to the downtrodden and oppressed of Europe:
-Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled
masses yearning to breathe free, the wretched refuse of your teeming shore. Send these, the homeless, tempest-tost to me, I lift my lamp beside the
golden door!"
At her back, 2500 miles away in the ’sovereign
states of New Mexico and Arizona, is a group of
native Americans whose social and es.onomic status
Liberty? would make the Lady With the
Torch blush with shame.
What’s
These Americans are the memThat?
bers of the Navajo Indian Nation,
living, and dying, on the vast Navajo Reservation
covering parts of New Mexico and Arizona. Many
know nothing of the Statue of Liberty and what
it stands forbecause they can’t read.
The living conditions of the Navajos have been
rported recently by Don Sherwood, San Francisco
disc jockey and sometime muckraker.
Sherwood made a trip to the reservation and
gained first-hand information about the Navajos.
He was concerned about the multi -million dollar
annual appropriation by the government for the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. From his reports, there
is no visible evidence of the Navajos having received many of these dollars.
In fact, Sherwood has hinted
Pork
rather openly that perhaps someBarrel
body may have his hand in the
Aid?
pork barrel.
He reported on his radio program that many
of the Navajos are near starvation, that their clothing and shelter are little better than their forefathers of a by -gone medieval era.
Locally, a group of students have agonized to
collect clothing for the Navajos.

The nucleus of the nameless organization cons:sts of thr.,c studnts: Bob Siemens, Diana Brundin
and Norman Marshall. Other students are showing
interest in the aid program. Adviser to the group
is Dr. Charles E. Smith, assistant professor of physiology.
The spokesman for the students, Miss Brundin,
Clothing, sad that all clothing, books and
toys collected will be sent rateBooks,
free to Navajo Assistance, Inc.,
Toys
which is a tax-free charity organization operated by one man, Bert Pausma of Gallup. N.M.
The drive starts today. And the greatest need,
according to Miss Brundin, is for heavy clothing.
The winters on the New Mexico steppes are among
the severest in the world.
The committee is asking for contributions from
members of the faculty, student body and other
interested persons. All items donated may be left
in the Student Union today through Thursday.
They will be packed and shipped to Navajo Assistance, Inc., where they will be distributed
among the Navajos.
The Spartan Daily is not in the charity business.
We also are cautious about second-hand stories.
But the condition of the Navajos, we feel, is a true
story. It is also one that could stand a great deal
of investigation.
The immediate problem, however, is not one
of muckraking but one of assistance. Neighbors who
supposedly have the same rights under the constitution as we do, need help. The facts concerning
the government’s responsibility to the Navajo Indians may be a long time in being uncovered. But
the facts concerning their need are not hard to
substantiate.
So, if you happen to have something that. has
outlived its usefulness with you, why not givie it
to a neighbor?
B.G.

Readers’ Reactions Reflections
the

Lima and Caracas

Dear Editor:
I’m glad to hear of the recent
events in Lima and Caracas! These
accounts are vivid examples of

hatred folt by Latin Ameri- that stage of expertness. but I am
cans toward the United States.
certain that we must pay more atI do not pretend to be an ex- tention to the people of these
pert who has infallible perception countries. The U.S. has dealt with
and neither do I expect to reach governments too much. It is the
people who have thrown the stones,
not their governments. Will the
U.S. win the governments, but
lose the people?

CAMP STAFF WANTED
1

July 21 to August 25
FOR GIRL SCOUT CAMP
Mendocino, California
Nurse R.N. $100 to $175.
Truck Drivers and Handyman
Unit Counselors

$100 to $125.

$75 to $100.

Waterfront Counselors Open.

Telephone for Information:
WHiteclifi 8-7443 between 9-12 or YOrkshire 7-8120

It’s a "lonesome road"
when you go by car...

C’mon along.., add miles
of new friends on
YOUR TRIP HOME
BY GREYHOUND*!
Lowest of fares ...any
where!
Frequent, convenient departures daily!
Quickest time to many
cities!
Enjoy Greyhound’s downtown to downtown service
... leave almost any t,me
you wish
thru express
schedules to many cities!
Ask about Greyhound’s
Scranicruiser Service*I

Compare these

low, low fares’

Stockton
51 88
Sac,,ento
7 85
3 76
F.esro
Santa Rosa
7 53
Bierif;IdS
49
Serie Barbara
5.66
s

IT’S SUCH A COMFORT TO TAKE THE BUS."
AND LEAVE THE DRIVING TO US!
GREYHOUND DEPOT
70 ALMADEN AVE.
CYprists 5-4151
1041111’

01111IYHOUNO

Nice you

RANDIE
E. POE

1
4
4
4

M.D.SaysRelocate Addicts;

1

Urges Trial Visits Before Release

I listened with rabbit ears to a radio discussion this week and
ConLOS ANGF.I.F.S, (UPI
felt
bit ill when one of the panel members (a professor, who else?)
victed narcotics addicts should be
roasted the newspaper for "helping to decay modern novelists."
forced to move to new communiPassionately, this man argued that "journalism has become fic- ties for at least three years, Dr.
tionalized," and he wondered loudly how in the name of Dos Passos Marcus Crahnn says.
Can a fiction writer compete with the daily newspaper.
Dr. Crahan, medical director of
Obviously bemused by the grandeur of his appearance on radio.
he tongued his views for 15 minutes on the 25 -minute program. The correctional systems for the Los
Angeles Sheriff’s Department, rethree other panel sitters seemed to verbally step out of his way.
The man niust have sweated %%hen he said. "The greatest danger
is that people will finally become inured to the universal abuse of
words and finally Mlle to accept as plausible and reasonable the plane
of absurdity on which international relations and newspapers are
%ripen."
HE CRIED SOURLY
lie then went on to eulogize the novelist, to cry sourly about his
plight today. :old to hope aloud that -someday, out’ advertising -dazed
publishers will
tlie light."
’Without upholding the free press (uhich ’tier& no such defense), 1 would sav that this anti -newspaper soul might better MM.
USIA his time explaining what
has happened to the novel today.
Certainly the papers have nothing to do with the general lack
of talent rampant today in literature. Current activity, a striving,
stream -of -something reach for affect, should be indicative that all
is not well.
Mimicry of iiemingwaY’s reporting-type prose has made the works
of many young authors so simple
they are inarticulate. Others, in
their flight toward "Naked in the
Dead," or "The Plague" realism.
become so realistic they are ambiguous.
SIDEWALK TOO CLOSE
Blaming the newspaper for these
flaws is remindful of the midget
who stied the city of Denver for
building the sidewalk tob close to
the seat of his pants
The almost total absence of
humor in much of tunics ’a work
should also have been worth investigating, but our radio friend
was too busy telling himself that
"newspapers’ set, operation is
demoralizing."
I have yet to see a state of national decree which compels spirit weary novelists to read the morning Tribune. If it is damaging to
creativity to read the day’s news,
Take your choice of new, cool
one may always retire to the hills

cently told an Assembly subcommittee studying narcotics problenis that the three-year absence
from home would keep the addict
a wa y from old associates and

Dr. Cratian said adoption of a
plan whereby addicts could woik
in the outside world during the
day and be lucked’ up again at
night would lessen the panic many
of them feel when being released
after years behind bars.
S

a2tan 9N2 .
NEM rrINDIENAT 116,111=1"

Entorsid as socond craii motor April
24. 1934. at S11 Jot*, CAIN., undo, Hun
ct el March 3. 1879. Momhet Colifor.
temptations.
11;41 Nowspapitr Publishers’ Asseciatios.
Puplishad d;ly bit Assoc1.61zed.c.Siputdssratts.
urged
The medical director also
San Jos. SW* Colleq
that narcotics addicts be allowed of
durirq collq
ni
stay on..Sundy.
to leave their jail cells for "trial
et.n: a.during isch f;ft el svisits" before they are permanentJIM ADAMS
released.
DAY EDITOR

Stays moist and firm throughout your shave!
regular or new mentholated

for novel -writing and contemplation.
What better place to depict the
struggles of mankind than in isolated hills? How tragic that a novelist should read about the world
via a newspaper.
How unfortunate this man on

mentholated or regular
Smooth Shave. Both have rich. thick Old Spice quality.
lather that won’t dry up before you’ve finished shaving.
Both soften your beard instantlyend razor drag cornpletely. For the closest, cleanest, quickest shaves...try
Old Spice SMooth Shave!
100

,
opee

SMOOTH

SHAVE

by SHULTON

the radio talked so long.

Mayor Christopher and Governor Knight, both candidates for
senator. ignored the status of
our Latin American relations in
their recent talks on this cantons. This also seems to In. the
general attitude of the U.S.
Government. President Eisenhower congratulates Nixon for
his heroic conduct under flre,
and gives his regards to Pat, but
says nothing to the people of
Latin America.

’ciders!

The standard of living of the
Latin Americans is comparatively
low, and they obviously are dependent upon_--tha-11-S,andthe
economic decisions a makes regarding them, These decisions result from pressure by American
business interests who want greater profits.
The U.S. has supported many
Latin American dictators: not AO in Cuba, Venezuela. Dominican Republic, and Argentina.
Miguel tapriles, owner 14 the
largest nestspaper chain in Venezuela, has uritten that the I
could hose taken "just one step"
a week ago that would have prevented the stone-throulng incident. The U.s. could hate
evicted General Perez JillIP11,/,
ousted ex -dictator of Venezuela,
front his residence la ilorida
where he now enjoys the protection of the IS. Government.

LAST CALL FOR STICKLERS!

If you haven’t
Stickled by now, you may tuner get the chance again.’ Sticklers
are simple riddles with two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number of syllables. (Don’t do
drawings.’ Send stacks of ’ern with your name, address, college
and class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box 67A M Vernon, N. Y.

w HAT is PEANUT BUTTE*?

00.
Qo 4.,ce
.."., 1,1111.. Spreadable Edible
u 01 WT11101614

GRADUATION PRESENTS? You may get a (Groan!) 6 -cylinder European sports
or a (Yawn!) 6 -month European vacation. These silly baubles just prove
that parents don’t understand the college generation. What every senior really wants
(C’mon now, admit it!) is a generous supply of Luckies! Luckies, as everyone knows,
are the best -tasting cigarettes on earth. They’re packed with rich, good -tasting
tobacco, toasted to taste even better. So the senior who doesn’t receive ’em is bound
to be a Sad Grad! Why let parents spoil commencement it only happens (Sob!) once.
Tell ’em to gift -wrap those Luckies right now!

car

We niiirst look at these incidents
as something moire than Just /wing "c ...... minis, inspired." It la
rue that I he Soviet Union will
exploit all disunities so that we
vi NI dest roy ourselv es, but we
won’t prevent disunity by brushing -off the Vs PTO% that easy. It
becomes our job to correct our
mistakes, and it is Onions we
have made mistakes in Latin
America.

The ir.cident may look like
"there’s something rotten in Caracas," but it’s really a blessing in
disguise. It is now time to take
that "agonizing reappraisal’!
Stanley D. Stevens
President

International Relations
--

Club

WHO
WHAT’S A SENIOR
lUCKIES FOR
DOESN’T GET
PRESENT?
A GRADUATION
(,,,
PACA

Sending troops into the Caribbean area won’t help the situation,
either. This show of force is a
threat which will further antagonize the people. It is reminiscent
of the "maneuvers" held in the
Panama Canal area at the height
of the Suez crisis, and reminds
me of an old American proverb:
"If you can’t show your intelligence, show your muscles."
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THE BEST-TASTING CIGARETTE YOU EVER SMOKED!
44
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CRASH LANDING

Ouster Faces
L.A. Dodgers
If Vote Fails

cpaptan cpopb

Spartan Rifle Squad
Grabs League Title

dent Warren Giles that the league
would take "immediate steps" to
move the Dodger, to another city
If the Chavez Ravine referendum
is defeated drew claims of "foul"
Friday from opponents of the measure.
They interpreted it as an 11th hour move to stving sentiment in
favor of the Dodger issue.
Los Angeles voters decide June
3 on whether to approve the
contract which would provide
the Dodgers with some 300
acre* of land In Chavez Kasine
for a permanent park.

Dick Williatnn of the Balti JJJJJ re Oriole. Olen in
vain 10 reach horne plat,. Detroit Tiger catcher
Jim Began gets credit tor the put-out In this

6-4 Baltimore victory. Both ()Wein. formerly
’,bayed for Cleveland in the American League.
-photo by International

i l e Fld
ie Oding
utstan

Norton To Battl e T op S printers
In Tough Cal Relays at Modesto

Councilman John C. Holland, a fr
leading foe of the Chavez Ravine
proposal, said the statement by
Giles was "the la s t desperate
threat of a friglsiened group of
greedy men. If the people of Los

I

But heads-up Ray began to drive
hard after the 50-yard pole and
he squeezed out a half -foot victory
at the tape.

to improve its passing and cut
down precious seconds. Also, Win -1
ter is ’eparing stylist Norton for
the race of his life against Duke’s
Dave Sime and a powerful sixman field.
BOTH MEN SLIPPED
Norton’s triumph over Bobby
:Morrow (who’ll also be in Modesto) at the Coliseum was negotiI ated despite a poor start, Both
’ Ray and the Abilene flyer slipped
Ias they whirled out of the blocks,
’ and Morrow pushed off into a
slight lead.

By RANDIE E. POE
Ray Norton Inc. -often known
as the SJS track team -enjoyed
sunshine and a pcnic last week,
scarfing down cold cuts and salad
instead of cinder dust.
But it’s back to the wars this
week as Spartan Coach Bud Winter attempts to lit/. up his lads
for the Modesto Relays May 31.
Winter has been working with
his 440-yard sprint team (which
NEW YORK, (UP) -- Baseball placed third behind Abilene ChrisCommissioner Ford Frick agreed tian and North Texas State at
Friday with Warren Giles to the the Coliseum Relays) in an effort
extent that if Los Angeles voters
defeat the Chavez Ravine referendum. "the Dodgers and the
National League will have a terrific problem."
Frick stressed he had no In-

city."
Giles, in Cincinnati, made available to Southern California reporters a 600-word statement in
which he said he would recommend "to the league that we take
immedate steps to study ways and
means of moving the Dodger franchise to another city," if the contract proposal is beaten.

The Modesto 100 looms ate sine I
of the best duels of the year. The
entire Colisuem field will be
there, in addition to Simi-. Oklahoma State’, Orlando Harley
and Leamon King, the Ineligible
Cal speedfoot who Is one of the
century record holder*. at :9.3.

Hotels and motels are filling
rapidly in the area, according to
Bob Alford. Relays publicity director.
Track bugs are coming from
such mystic places as Texas,

UP Sports Roundup

’Jayhawk Cager
To Begin Tour’

Iowa, Illinois, Arizona and Montana. Morrow, (for about three
seasons now) has had the whole
Panhandle In his hands and
many Texas citizens bus around
! the nation to watch him run. In
Abilene, his influence is exceeded by only that of the Pope.
Also on hand will be the chubby-

tention of becoming involved in
any controversy over the Los
Angeles situation. Ile pointed
out that ’Giles’ annoncement
Thursday, that the Dodgers
might have to leave Los Angeles
the magazine. The tour is esNEW YORK, (UP) -Look magIf the referendum were defeated,
azine said Friday in a copyrighted pected to start early during the faced teammate of Morrow (who
is a league matter and not within
has whipped him twice this seaarticle that Wilt (The Stitt) next baskeball season.
the commissioner’s jurisdiction.
Chamberlain, All-America center I The seven-foot Negro star from sonl- Bill Woodhouse,
"Mr. Giles has made his stateAbilene is expected to cop. a
at Kansas University. will quit I Philadelphia has another season

ment and he apparently stands on college basketball to begin a 160It," Frick commented. "I can see game barnstorming tour that will
no purpose in piling coals on the gross $250.000
fire.
harnherlaln plans to form his
"If the vote goes against the
referendum. I imagine Mr. Giles own barnstorming troume that
will want to talk to me," Frick will he made up of 10 white and
10 negro players, according to
said.
-

F MacMurray - J Weldon
WAIT DISNEY S

"Snow White"
and

"Cow Dog"

MAYFAIR
EXCLUSIVE FIRST RUN
IN NORTHERN CALIF.

EL RANCHO
"BRIDGE ON THE
RIVER KWAI"
W. Holden- A. Guinness
SELECTED SHORT
SUBJECTS

STUDIO
"SHEEPMAN"
Glenn Ford -Shirley MacWrite

"HANDLE WITH CARE"
Dean Jones

THE GOOD OLD
DAYS"
This being She golden enniversry
-e are bringing you
of film
th most spectacular program ever
presented in 50 years of movies. We
turn the clock back. See the movie;
your parents en;oyed 50 years ago.

OLDER MOVIES THAN
YOU SEE ON TV
See stars like:
RUDOLPH VALENTINO
WALLACE REED
WILLIAM S. HART
CHESTER CONKLIN
SNUB POLLARD
THE KEYSTONE COPS
and scores of other FROM THE
GASLIGHT ERA TO THE BEAT
GENERATION ERA. This is the
golden anniversary of
movie and comedy.

Also fop co -feature
"Bridge on the River Kwai"

ber of appearances before a grand
jury investigating boxing. Friday
reso’ned as a matchmaker for the
*PASTAN DAIL% -3
!’.,,rig Club.

Slay 24, 1958

LOS ANGELES. I UP)
A niatement by National League Presi-

SPARTAN
"Day of the Bad Mao"

NEw yuRK, 0...p, _ _ Hilly
a num1, Brown, who recently made

JOHN SALAMIDA

SPORTS EDITOR

Commissioner Frick
Agrees With Giles

Angeles bow to this threat, it will
be to the everlasting shame of the

Brown Resigns

CV. ’7- 30 rIS 0
MARIA SCHELL
in two films
Emile Zole’s

"GERVAISE"
ad

"AS LONG AS YOU
ARE NEAR ME"

%/11;2kriTCX.1.8\
7 -Joie

"St. Joan"
Jean Seberg

COLLEGE MEN
Earn $1500 to $1875 during summer.
Training classes now in progress for
those who qualify.
This is your invitation to attend the
next training session at:
1010 VILLA ST., SAN JOSE
Mon., Wed., Fri. at 4:00 p.m.

of eligibility remaining at Kan- thrilling 440-yard sprint relay, but
sas However, he maintained in they’ll have to topple Texas,.0klaI the article that the brand of col- home State and SJS, which isn’t
: lege basketball played there "was exactly comparable to taking bubhurting my chances of ever devlop- ble gum from junior.
ing into a successful professional ’MILE RUN TOPS
player."
The headline attraction, as the
"The game I was forced to play icircus posters say, probably Will
at K.U. wasn’t basketball," Cham- be the mile run.
Miracle miler Herb Elliott,
berlain is quoted.
who ran the second fastest mile
----LOS ANGELES, (UP1-Heavy- In history In LA. two weeks
weight contender Pete Rade- ago (3:37.8), has been training
macher today claimed he could In Modesto for three days. Ile
have had a re -match with champ- likes the feel of the springy Mo.
ion Floyd Patterson but instead desto trails and feels he Is set
chose to meet Zora Folley of Ari- for another sub-four minute efzona here before seeking another fort.
Competing against Elliott will
title shot.
Olympic Auditori
match- be some of the top talent in the
maker George Parnassus an- world: Laszlo Tabori, Hungarian
exile who ran 4:04 in L.A. and
nounced yesterday t Is a t he had
who has :riveted the four laps in
nigned Rademacher land Volley
3:59; Austrailian Alex Henderson;
for a late ’lull fight as the 17th
Maryland’s Burr Grim; Dr, Stefan
annual "fight for lives" charity
Lewandowski. the Polish champ
bout for the non-sectarian City
who ran 4:00.6 in the same race
of Hope Hospital. Parnassus also
that De re r k Ibbotson hustled
asked Patterson to meet the
3:57.2; Texas’ Joe Villareal; and
winner here In September.
Contacted by telephone at his Jim Grelle of Oregon.
Columbus, Ga., home, Rademacher
said that his bout with Folley
should be a "good fight." pointing
.out that the pair had met twice
before as amateurs with a win
each.

TYPEWRITER
STANDS

Golfing Ticket Sales
To End Tomorrow

A T11.. 8,11,1

S999

Tickets %%ill be on sale tor the

last day tomorrow for individuals
Interested in entering the all college golf tournament to be held
from May 26-29.
Each $1.50 ticket will be good
for 18 holes of golf at the Hillview
Golf Course, and entrants may
play as many rounds as they may
wish.
Local rules will govern play, hut
no player can have a letter in
Varsity or JV golf at SJS.
Interested persons may purchase
tickets at the Phi Sig house after
5:30 p.m. or in the Outer Quad, f
where trophies are on display.
1
-

The Twin

Req. $14.95

All steel -gray, green or
brown
odnrop leaves.
Casters
ti
that
o,,
.):...

illitSrly’S
77 SOUTH FIRST

STEAK HOUSES

ANGELO’S * Old COLONY
74 E. SANTA CLARA
115 S. FIRST ST,
Your Favorite Steaks and Chops
Son Jose’s Finest

SMALL STEAK
WITH TOSSED GREEN SALAD
CHOICE OF DRESSINGS
BAKED POTATO AND FR. BREAD

95’

WANTED

,;.
: oracrab,es
nts

at

1111,
1.1I
Al Trusloa, a senior fired la:
San Jo Se State-.
team grabbed first place in the
Of a 1,111111111. 300-pstitst total tor
Santa Clara Valley Rifle I... .agile
a !moire medal. Ile also paced
according to results announced lc_
the moral team during Ilse entire
centiy by M Sgt. Lawrence Cun*wawa.
ningham. team mach.
Sgt. Cunningham. Army ROTC
Other team members were Toe
Instructor, reported the n I n e - Robinson, Jerry Russell. R u ii
man wooed captured top h
ns
Cordova. Jess Kennedy, Gary Coo
User IBM, mat:, slush. Clara
ner. Warren Leenerts, John Kosk
Fishes...Hy and the Padre. Rifle
Luane Vidak and Bob Lenunon
flub of San Jose,
Sgt. Cunningham emphasir.
The Spartan marksmen took

Wale
on:

y

and

P4
YPo Le
.nel’,gent.
but most Ise,.

./..111

ecery 414150,4

g;vrrig complete

Yourself, pest job saperience, col
lege training end vides. sad salary
speprected.
Hours. 9 to S. S days
week. Pert’
timethrough June. Hum full time

WRITE SOX 330
SPARTAN DAILY ADVERTISING
OFFICE

that students may try out for nesi
fourth place in the Northern CaliPATRONIZE YOUR
team. Interested persot.
fornia Intercollegiate Match, trail- year’s
may contact him at the Army
ADVERTISERS
ing University of California, (.’SF
ROTC detachment office. B65.
and Davis.
Strength of opposition is apparent when natlonal statistics
are checked. California’s riflemen
finished first in a field of 201
QUALITY CLEANERS
schools and USF was fourth. The
Bear squad fired a 293-point total
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS
of a possible 300; the Bear squad
fired a 1431 -point total. San Jose,
which was "In the top 10 per cent,"
SLACKS
SUITS
according to Sgt. Cunningham,
SKIRTS
scored 1397 points.
SHORT COATS
SWEATERS
The U.S. Naval Academy at Annapolis captured national runner144 E. SANTA CLARA STREET
up laurels, while Virgin. i Polytechnic finished third.

SAVE -U -CLEANERS

9’

59’1

Gutowski, Morris
Enter Sanger Meet
SANGER, Calif , I 1.7P I

DRY CLEANING
The

Pole

vaulters Bob Gutowski and Ron
Morris were on the Southern California Striders team entered Friday for the Central California
RAU track and field meet here
June 7.
The striders have entered an
880-yard relay team of Jim Burks,
Al Moore, Vic Hall and Bobby
Poynter to face Oklahoma State
and Texas University relay quartets. Moore and Hall will team
with Lon Spurrier and Howard
Smith in the mile relay event

Nationally

Thorough

Advertised

Sanitone

Quick

Speela

Process

Convenient

Skirts (Plain) .55
OUT AT S

IN BY 1

SHANKS
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
Second & San Carlos

CYpress 3-3701

"Get rid of Spark Plug ’Miss=
greatest cause of power loss.
Put your car next to the
New White Pump’’

/

TCP

adds

/Anti -Miss\
1
to
/
.

I anti -knock

\k\
’I1Y SFITI r for "part-rime" performance from your
I car, %Un- put up with lazy power on hills. on
awans Instead, drive up to the new white pump at your
Shell Dealer’s and till up with Super Shell with
TCP adds anti -miss to anti -knock.
Spark plug "miss" is the greatest cause of power loss today! It can rob you of 20 to 30 horsepower.
This "miss" is caused by harmful deposits that shortcircuit the spark plugs -keep them from firing the fuel
charge. But TCP additive neutralites these deposits, atom
misfiring and restores lost horsepower.
And don’t forget that new Super Sfiell contains aviation
fuel ingredients that gas e it higher octane for anti -knock estra energy for better mileage.
So with anti -mks, anti-knock, and better mileage, too doesn’t it make sense to get Super Shell.
g,
b.
10114er.,
.0,11 tradeularl,

76taillArew

’

adorn

7)
SHELL,

Super Shell with TCP

The most po4.erful gasoline ally tar can usePlus TCP fur

4---RPARTAT4 DAILY
Monday. May 26 19.’"

Foreign Students Need
Special Work Permits
For Summer Jobs
.siss plan I
-,
work in the "Anted States th,s
summer are reminded by tit,
foreign students adviser that 11
is necessary for them to secure
work permits authorized by the
U S. Immigration Service.
These permits can be obtained
in K2B from Phillip Persky, assistant professor of English and
foreign student adviser.

SAHARA OIL CO.
SAVE

MONEY

GAS and OIL
Second and WIlliorns
In 00 PER STUDENT
Red Carpet Apartments
.t
659 S. SlietTH STREET
Apt. 3. req. - CY 2-4154
CH 3.1291 - FR 84791

Open at I P. M.
Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
395 ildriseulea Ass, CY 74,1011
N.o

Ne

C t;c Auditorium

FREE
$5700
Worth of Stereo Tapes
with each Webcor Regent
Stereo Tape Recorder
purchased this month only.
Regents from $159.95

CALIFORNIA
TAPE RECORDER CO.
CY 7.7700

464 S. 2nd Street

Swing into a

C?
Campus Couples Usher in New Spring Week -__)parian
With Pinning, Engagement Announcements P.E. Club Elects

Edited by CHARLENE SHATTUCK

next

KEIM-MATTESON
The brothers of Delta Upsilon
serenaded Bob Keim and Joan
Matteson following the announcement of their pinning at the Alpha
Phi house. Keim is a freshman
business major f rom Alameda,
while Miss Matteson is an education major from San Lorenzo.
BAILEY-COX
Shirley Cox surprised her Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority sisters
k hen she announced her pinning
Dennis Bailey. vice president
Delta Chi at University of Cal.:rnia.
o
Miss Cox is a freshman
,cial work major from Los Gatos.
ilailey is a junior business admin-tration major from Saratoga.
BLAKE-O’BRIEN
A poem read to the sisters of
Kappa Kappa Gamma revealed the
:.inning of Sheila O’Brien. recently
,iiosen SJS song girl and Delta
s!:.7na Phi King Neptune’s Bride.
., Ron Blake, Delta Sigma Phi
-wird chairman. Miss O’Brien is
sophomore kindergarten-primary
-rajor, and Blake is a sophomore
s:siness
administration major
‘mom Hayward.
FAGUNDES-DOWNING
Bob Fagunties. senior business
administrati,m maior from SunnyFountain: Breakfast, Lutitik
Dinner

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
7th & E. SANTA CLARA

Party

I Overhaul Specials
AUTO TRANS. $35
All metes

Have a ball in an
outfit from the -

Goodwill Costume
Rental Shop
44 Race St.

CY 7-4609

Yal.YEJOBSSIS.P
Sce,ciel Ree foe Sri.ciants with
ASB C.ss
FRED & JOHN’S GARAU
1557 S. First St. CY 5-6559

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
1 MONTH $6.00
3 MONTHS $15.00
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

1

In San Jose Area

ROBERTS TYPEWRITER CO.
The Underwood Agency
156 W. SAN FERNANDO

FOR RENT

2 bdrm. modern apts. for 4
$100 mo. completely furn. 3
from campus. CY 3-3486
4.
FOR SALE

Tbew. items, cheap. Cash needed.
2 sets golf clubs and bags. English men’s hike. Photo enlarger
and automatic contact printer.
CY 7-0926.
MGA-extras. See after 5:30 P.M.
32; E William, Apt. 6.
WANTED
hard workers to sell Renaware Stainless Steel Cookware in
San Jose. Summer full-time $350
monthly. a lary or commission ,
%vith scholarship Apple to Ittis
Headland, Student .I’lacernerf .
Office.

DOUGLAS-HILL
Miniature ’diplomas revealedl
clues which led to the announce.’
ment of Sharon Hill’s engagement
to ASB Vice President Bill Douglas at the Sigma Kappa house.
Miss Hill is a sophomore occupational therapy major from Glendora, while her fiance, an Alpha

Group To Sell
Cookies Today

Alpha Chi Epsilon. kindergarten -primary. and general education
service club, will hold a cookie
sale today in the Outer Quad.
The sale will last from 10:30
am. until 3 p.m. The price of the
Christiiiii ,iienee Organization.’
cookies is three for a dime.
regular te-limonial meeting. I.
morrow. 7:30 p.m., College Chapel.
Fencing, for all interested women, today, 3:30 p.m., Women’s
Gym.
Student Y, "Religions of the
World," concluding public lecturediscussion, "Christianity f rom
Three Perspectives -Roman Catholic. Fundamentalist, Protestant MONDAY
Alpha (’hl Epsilon, cookie sale
and Mainstream Protestantism."
10700-3:20, Outer Quad,
tonight, EDS.
Industrial Relations Club. anSpartan Democrats, meeting,
nual picnic, 12:00 Adobe Creek
tomorrow. 3 p.m. , TB107.
Lodge.
Tumbling, for all interested woStudent "I’", public lecture.
men, today, 3:30 p.m. Women’s
"World Religions." 7.30 p.m., E118.
Gym.
Phi Sigma Kappa, all college
golf tournament, May 26-29.
BEANERY BULLETIN
Home Economics Cafeteria
Entrees:
TUESDAY
Meat loaf
.30 cents
Music Department Master’s ReWeiners and hot potato
cital, 8:15 p.m.. Concert Hall.
salad
30 cents
Phi Kappa Phi, formal initiation,
55 cents 4:00 p.m.. Concert
Plate lunch ......
Delta Gamma-Theta CM, B-11-Q
exchange, 3-8 p.m., The
Chi
Trade Your Car In On A
house.
LAMBRETTA
Gamma l’hl Beta -Delta Sigma
MOTOR SCOOTER
Phi, dinner exchange, 5-7 p.m..
Gamma Phi Beta and Delta Sigma
at DAVIS MOTORS
Phi houses.
990 S. FIRST ST. near Willow

cpartaguide

Dave Hill Assumes
APh10 Presidency

WHAT WEIGHTS
ONLY
THREE SOUNDS
AND MAKES MEN LEAVE
HOME AND WOMEN SELL
THEIR PREFERRED STOCKS?
I
,

PARKING

j

IS
NO PROBLEM

,

Student

Rates
and Deily Rent

Dnn’t. B I .1. for Chno
We Park It for You
25c

Night Parking

25e

4th & SAN FERNANDO
Neil to Shall Pallas

to

I

AM.

370 AUZERAIS STREET

Breakfast Served
from 7 to 10

eizoice

Dave Hill recently was chosen
president of Alpha Phi Omega,
service fraternity. Jim Joy was
elected first vice president and
Bob’ Tachibana second vice president.
Other officers are Aubrey Parrott, third vice president; ceorge
Raine, recording secretary; Walt
Thompson, corresponding secretary; Doug Turner, alumni secretary: Jack Sidlow, treasurer;
Ernie Umemoto, historian; and
George Duborg, sergaent-at-arnis.
New initiates of APhi0 are Jack
Alpan. Bob Allison, Renae Cot.
tam, Al Newman, Steve Wood,
Marshall Rowe, Tornio Uchiyama.
Kelly Worrell and Mits Kumagai.
Renae Cottam was chosen outstanding pledge.

THURsOAY
Speech and Drama, play, Studio
Theater, earh evening through
June 2.
International Student Organization, International Day, 9-1.
Freshman camp, counselor
meeting, Little Theater. 7:30 p.m.
Little Theater, 7:30 p.m.
Spartan Spears. rummage sale.
_

allhO’f5
Manzanita Room
Bar-B -9’d
Spore Ribs
Chicken
Steaks
Cety Almonds*.
Houn 5.u3 RAC
Opals Sunday 2.6 P.M.
19 N. Market
CL

SPECIAL for Student Groups
(with this advertisement)
$1.60
$2.70

2 Ravioli plates
4 Ravioli plates

$2.00
$3.60
In carte

This includes 1 meatball french bread and butter.

Pizza
255
on small

-

Price reduction of:
355
on medium

505
on large

THE HOLLAND

’-: 3.-3 3. f:’ont of Morris Dailey.
Ilisssaiiiin club, banquet, 7 p.m.
Lambda Delta Sigma, spring
formal. 8:30-11:30 p.m., Latter
Day Saints Church, 10th and San
Fernando streets,
Spartan Orloecl, senior steak
bake, 3-9 p.m.. Santa Cruz.
Kappa Alpha, party, 8:30, 506
S. 9th.
Sigma Delta Chi -Theta Sigma
Phi, beach party, 3 p.m., Seacliff.
FRIDAY
PI Kappa Alpha, house party,
Pi Kappa Alpha house.
Newman Club, picnic, 10 am.,
Costa Ranch.
Student "Y", beach party, 10:30
a.m.. Santa Cruz.
Kappa Phi, luncheon, Live Oak:.
Inn. Los Gatos, 1 p.m.
Division of Fine Arts, tea. 156;)
Willow Oaks Drive, 3-6 p.m.

S. 10th & TULLY ROAD

PIZZA GARDENS
Delicious Pizza

CYpress 4-2558

4

ALL RECORDS
AT A DISCOUNT*
AND STEREO TAPES

COAST RADIO
266 SOUTH FIRST

CY 5-5141

Open Monday and Thursday ’til 9
Guarenteed lawns) prices in San Jn,..

These are the facts about 11w

’58 LA TORRE
2600 YEARBOOKS’FOR SALE
1213 SOLD
1387 LEFT FOR 12,000 EAGER, CLAMORING
STUDENTS, SCHOLARS AND GREEKS.

Tacos Test:lidos - Burritos
Coteries; to Parties
(loythere af Mien) CY 2.97S3

As any educated

person can see (seniors and faculty

included) your chances of getting a yearbook aren’t
Whatever
the
occasion

too good unless you act now!

f oilunafely, you can reserve a copy at the Student

Say it
with
Flower;

Affairs Office, Room 16 in the Tower Building.

The
FLOWER
SHOP
lin.

2 Spaghetti plates
4 Spaghetti plates
a la carte

12th & Santa Clara

V. EDNESDAY
Industrial Arts I lab, meeting, SUNDAY
7 p.m., campus.
Spartan Shields, Initiation,
Sigma Phi Alpha, lecture, 7:30 p.m.. Chapel.
p m , Ells.
Spartan Spears, rommage sale,
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
front of Morris Dailey, 8:30 a.m.Golf Driving Range
3:30 p.m.
Newman Club. variety show, 9
STUDENT SPECIAL
p.m. Newman Hall.
35c a bucket with ASS Gard

mom. 1.0.111008411W/E00

Convenient Location
Iwo Doors frorn

AM

Sally Hutchins was elected
chairman of Major Camp at the
I ast meeting of the Women’s
Physical Education Major Club
Council Thursday.
Major Camp will be held Oct.

BiuG

aieloot

!Answer Thursday?

DIERKS DONUTS

Qamp Chairman

Brakes Adjusted
2.00

A tape icerdIng of the Nlay 13
symposium, presenting the pros
and cons of stopping nuclear testing, will be played during class
breaks today and tomorrow from
10:30 to 3730 in the Outer Quad.
The symposium, entitled "What
Should Be the Stand of the United
States on Nuclear Bomb Testing."
featured four points of view presented by student speakers Douglas Miller and Dale Scott. social
science majors: Thomas Grogan,
junior philosophy m aj 0 r; and
Charles Bustamante, junior creative writing major.
The tape recording program is
being sponsored by the Student
Y Social Action Committee.
Petitions supporting each side
of the issue will be available during the program, according to
Brian Paddock, committee chairman.

FIIP

- Students nave 25r
sai,,,faet ion guaranteed. Form,
Sit
111 3.3619.
.."4.
(allege girl - Rest of semester
and summer. Room & bit Some
salary. 875 Plaza Drive. CY 4-3808
aetted: college man to rent fur-,
fished room in private home. Call
alter 6 Pitt Cl- 6-1050. _
TYPING - Iriports, term papers,
Phone
ete 530 14, tills St. Apt.

ALLEN-LANSDALE
A small dinner party in San
Francisco was the site of the announcement of Connie Lansdale’s
engagement to Trot V. Allen. Miss
Lansdaie is a senior English major, song girl, and member of
Sigma Kappa sorority at University of California. Her, hometown
is Boston, Mass. Allen is a senior
pre-dental major and Korean
veteran from Vallejo. The couple
plan to wed in late August.

Coffee Date?

COOP

CYpress 4-1215

Doge
or 5.
blks.
after

Tau Omega, is a junior business
administration major from Menlo
Park.

COMBINATIONS WITH
4 and 5.
QUINN-RAYMOND
PANCAKES, WAFFLES,
June 1 has been set as the date
EGGS, BACON, HAM,
for the marriage of Jean Raymond
CEREALS, JUICES ROLLS,
A
RENT
.314
to Martin Quinn, past, president
DOUGHNUTS, COFFEE, ETC.
TYPEWRITER
of Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity.
K.43
St UDEN
SPI(114L
Miss Raymond is an art major
THE
3MONTliS
RAT E
from Cambrian Park, while Quinn
VAVRA-VAN LEUVEN
BUSINESS MACHINES
is a senior business major from
KENNEDY
Gale %an Leuven passed a candle
96 L SAN FERNANDO CY /o1
Santa Cruz.
around the table at Halls of Is’
to announce her engagement to
WINK E NBAGH.LAR160 N
A traditional candle surrounded Ron Vavra, SJS graduate now atby pink carnations and a box of tending Stanford. Miss Van Leuven
chocolates were passed at Mari- is junior education major. The
mur Hall May 13 to announce the couple are both from Glendale.
engagement of Peg Largon to Ed
Winkenbach Jr., senior liberal arts CALDWELL-SCHOENBURGER
major from San Leandro who is
For this small charge we:
A tiny Mayttole whose ribbons
/femme !tont Whrrlo
currently attending Saint Mary’s were attached to clues an pink.
’I frws. Out Dirt
it,.
College. Miss Larson is a freshman yellow and blue daisies revealed
.4d,0.1 II heel
1pert !ammo,
general elementary major from the engagement at the Chi Omega
Mating.
1,,,i,,-,,1.1.4111,
Fort Bragg.
house of Pat Schoenburger. sophoand H./taut" In,..
r.
Cu, Opetatoon 74.1
I 5,4. Woorr ( ’finder,
more education major from San
CUNNINGHAM-KORINEK
litotes
.Idpora
I.
on,
Jose, to David Caldwell. Caldwell,
I think she said
Gamma Phi Betas were surbusiness administration major at
"I or on my way to
OPEN
prised recently when Karol KoriUniversity of California, is also
SATURDAY
nek announced her engagement
from San Jose.
MORNINGS
to Bruce Cunningham. Miss Korinek is a sophomore education maOFFICIAL
jor front San Mateo, and CunningBRAKE STA.
ham is a senior social science
No. 231
540 S. FIRST ST.- CY 2-7864
major from San Bruno.

Symposium Tape
To Be Played

CLASSIFIEDS

CO-Eit MANOR -- Open for 6
weeks summer session. CY 4-3112
Summer sewing or fall - Girls
Furn. 2 !Arm. apts. Betty Ards
547 S 11th AN 9-9278. Sec manager for information.
Fern. 2-litirm. house. 15 blks. from
campus Large fenced -in yard.
Rent frorn June 13 to Aug. 5. Call
campus. est 474, or CY 4-0113.
and 2-hedrn. turn. apts. for
rent commencing June 15 at 452
S. 4th St., San Jose Phone CY
4-5085 or AX 6-4156.
N e w Apartments - completely
turn. Hustle doun to 636 and 617
S. 9th St ior phone CY 4-0121)
and Make
yourperson
fall reaervalma
now. 510 per
will do it.
Special rates ler slimmer students
and terichrs. They’re filling fast,
scs don’t dawdle._ RUN!
College mom - summer rooming
In frat. house. Sgl. or did. rooms
K.P., linen, $20 and $30 per mo.
CY 34601.
Available 4unt.-I-14-- sikotir;iTs-stu
MO apt 3 or 4 atudents. Fine toea.
tem V. antenna, washing
ties, sun deck. BRQ, pone), quiet.
$9730 .Tames Apts. 1634 lIse .11eivied!’ CY 5-91170

ENGAGEMENTS

Camp following the announcement
of their pinning at the Alpha Chi
Omega house. McCluskey, whose
hometown is San Jose, and Miss
Camp, who is from Berkeley, are
both juniors.

vw

[

MOM 4%
At a recent house meeting at
Lynwood }tall Denise McMillan
told of her pinning to Louis Somavia-Moore, a Salinas sophomore
economics major at Uni%ersity of
Santa Clara. Miss McMillan is a
sophomore education major from
Redwood City.

I vale, surprised his Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity brothers when he anflounced his pinning to Kathy,
Outgoing SJS ASB Rec.:dine Downing Miss Downing is a 4011’Secretary Liz Bell sui prised her, homore sociology major front San
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority !Jose.
sisters when she announced her
pinning to Dick Riechel. FresnolVON DAMN-MILLEN
State ASB president. Riechel.
A purple candle airrounded by
president of the Fresno chapter white carnations was blown out at
of Theta Chi. is a senior business the Sigma Kappa house to an.
engineering major. Miss Bell is flounce the pinning of Kay Millen
a junior general elementary major : and Chuck Von Damn. Delta Sig.
from Riverside.
ma Phi. Miss Millen is a senior
interior decorating major from
TIPTYLE-UZICKA
R
Kappa Alphas learned of the San Anselmo. while Von Damn is
pinning of Ron Tuttle to Thelma ’ a senior electrical engineering maRuzicka at the Dixie Ball. Tuttle,ljor from Los Gatos.
a junior industrial engineering MeCLUSKEY-CAMP
major. and Miss Ruzicka are both
The brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
from Palo Alto.
serenaded Jim McCluskey and Pat
PINNINGS

charge
for the

ocietly

CT 2441- 10th & Sante Clara

W

lovely girls there will be glad to accommodate

you for the pitifully low price of $6.50.
Buy

now, they’re going fast.

